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CSAM acquires MediWare Oy 

Oslo, Norway 

Norwegian based eHealth company CSAM is pleased to announce that it has acquired Finnish 
Maternity software company MediWare Oy. 

“Through this acquisition, CSAM becomes the leading dedicated eHealth specialist within the 
Maternity field in the Nordics.”, says Sverre Flatby, Chief Executive Officer of CSAM. “Customers 
and employees of both companies will all gain from the unique team that is being created as a 
result of combining these experienced Maternity software businesses.” 

“Customers in the Nordics want strong and viable niche players.  Joining forces with CSAM is an 
important step in creating a long term, robust platform and position for MediWare’s customers 
and employees”, says Mika Niemelä, Chief Executive Officer of MediWare Oy.

ABOUT MediWare Oy

MediWare Oy is an IT corporation specializing in healthcare information systems.
We provide the Finnish healthcare industry with software products, ITIL compliant maintenance 
and control services as well as expert services.

Our clientele comprises a considerable number of healthcare professionals representing state-
of-the-art knowledge in the industry. MediWare Oy is a vibrant and growing corporation aiming 
to maintain its position as a reliable, flexible and agile partner to various health operators. For 
us, customer satisfaction is a matter of honour.

ABOUT CSAM Health AS

CSAM is an eHealth company based in Norway, focusing on software solutions enabling 
healthcare providers to access relevant clinical information at the point of care. CSAM is the 
leading eHealth company in the Nordics, with customers in all Nordic countries as well as the 
UK, providing integrated specialist solutions across many healthcare disciplines.

CSAM is headquartered in Oslo, and has a fully owned software engineering subsidiary in the 
Philippines and offices in Stockholm, Gothenburg, Helsinki, Oulu and London.
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